YOUR CURRENT COMMERCIAL DRONE CHOICES ARE LIMITED.
You’re in the commercial drone business, but you’re having trouble seeing or planning your flight path to success and profitability. The challenges of figuring out what sustainable success looks like in the marketplace can seem distant.

- Technology obsolescence
- Expensive hardware
- Highly volatile operating costs
- Poor reliability
- Lack of existing solution for your unique platform

*Time is money,* but answers are scarce.

*You need a partner* to highlight unmet commercial drone market needs while providing pathways for your products and services.

ABOUT US
The Velocity Group is at the leading edge of onshore product development and rapid time-to-market. We are assembling a world-class portfolio of design and manufacturing organizations that put customer focus at the heart of everything we do.

**Design Engineer Produce Scale**

Our Mission
We help our clients accelerate time from idea to profit by providing single-source accountability for and management of the entire range of resources needed to bring concepts to profitable, market-ready products, to scale up for manufacturing and to produce and sustain them efficiently and cost-effectively.

MAKING CONCEPTS REAL. FAST.

WE ARE YOUR FULL-SERVICE COMMERCIAL DRONE DEVELOPMENT PARTNER.

BY PARTNERING WITH VELOCITY GROUP WE CAN HELP YOU ACHIEVE:

- Lower, predictable, fixed fleet operating costs
- Proactive technology insertion and integration
- Higher mission capable rates
- Rapid enterprise scaling

Contact us to learn more about how we can transform your ideas from concept to profit.

PARTNERSHIPS AND BENEFITS GROW IN TANDEM

1 (844) 575-2100 info@velocityfast.com